Panasonic HC-MDH2 Full HD Camcorder

1/2.33-type (17.52M) S-FSI sensor (4.14M effective motion image pixels), 5 Axis HYBRID O.I.S.+, Level Shot, manual ring (Focus, Zoom, Iris, White Balance, Shutter Speed), 50x2slots *MDH2* 32 GB built-in Memory+SD in MDH2M, Aperture F1.8-F3.5 for low light shooting, 21xoptical, 50xZoom

AVCCAM Series 4K

Panasonic AG-UX90 4K Camcorder

Newly Developed Wide Angle 24.5mm and 15x Optical Zoom LEICA DICOMAR Lens

Panasonic AG-UX180 4K Camcorder

VFR 12 fps to 60 fps/super slow motion (120 fps/100fps)

Panasonic AG-DVX200 4K Camcorder

Artistic image quality by 4/3” Sensor Shallow Depth of Field, Various Frame Rate (120fps, FHD, V-Log L (12 stop TBD)

FZ Series

Panasonic DMC-FZ1000 4K Camera

Superb Images Riveting DLSM/DLSRs-25-40mm LEICA DG Lens, 20.1MP

Panasonic DMC-FZ2500 4K Camera

Post Focus/Focus Staking | 4K Photo | 4K 30p Video Recording

Panasonic AG-DVX200 4K Camera

Professional Functions : 3 manual rings/2-channel XLR terminals

FZ Series 4K Range

Panasonic AG-DVX2000 4K Camcorder

Professional Functions : 3 manual rings/2-channel XLR terminals

Sketchy

Full HD Series

Panasonic HC-MDH2 Full HD Camcorder

1/2.33-type (17.52M) S-FSI sensor (4.14M effective motion image pixels), 5 Axis HYBRID O.I.S.+, Level Shot, manual ring (Focus, Zoom, Iris, White Balance, Shutter Speed), 50x2slots *MDH2* 32 GB built-in Memory+SD in MDH2M, Aperture F1.8-F3.5 for low light shooting, 21xoptical, 50xZoom

Panasonic HC-PV100 Full HD Camcorder

Professional Functions : 3 manual rings/2-channel XLR terminals

IR (Infrared) Shooting in dark places

Superb Images Riveting DSLM/DSLRs-25-40mm LEICA DG Lens, 20.1MP

High Speed, High Precision Intelligent AF and Comprehensive Manual Focus Assist Professional Functions and Design, Including Three Manual Rings, XLR Audio input and TO synchro input/output

Panasonic HC-MDH2M Full HD Camcorder

1/2.33-type (17.52M) S-FSI sensor (4.14M effective motion image pixels), 5 Axis HYBRID O.I.S.+, Level Shot, manual ring (Focus, Zoom, Iris, White Balance, Shutter Speed), 50x2slots *MDH2* 32 GB built-in Memory+SD in MDH2M, Aperture F1.8-F3.5 for low light shooting, 21xoptical, 50xZoom
Panasonic DC-GHS Camcorder
20.3 Megapixels: Digital Live MOS Sensor
4K/60p: Video Recording
6K PHOTO: 6K 30 fps, 4K 60 fps

Panasonic DMC-FZ2500 Camcorder
2.54-cm MOS Sensor: 20.1 Megapixels
20x LEICA DC VARIO-ELMARIT Lens
4K Video: High Bitrate FHD Video

Panasonic DMC-FZ1000 Camcorder
F:2.8-4.0 2.5-40.0 cm: LEICA DC VARIO-ELMARIT Lens
2.54 cm 20.1 Megapixels: High-sensitivity MOS Sensor
4K Video Recording

CAMCORDER

Panasonic HC-V720 Camcorder
POWERFUL 90X ZOOMING AND STABLE IMAGES
- Intelligent 90x Zoom
  For imaging power that’s out of this world.
- Wi-Fi Function with NFC
  Featuring a baby monitor and USTREAM (Except V260)
- Level Shot Function
  And 5-Axis hand-shake detection

Panasonic HC-V385 Camcorder
DYNAMIC, STABLE, 90X ZOOMING
- Intelligent 90x Zoom
  For imaging power that’s out of this world.
- 5-Axis HYBRID O.I.S. with Auto O.I.S. Lock / Level Shot Function
  For more stable images and less blurring.
- Wi-Fi Function
  Enables easy sharing via SNS.
- Wireless Multi Camera
  Records multiple scenes with smartphones via Wi-Fi.

Panasonic HC-V785 Camcorder
STUNNING IMAGES, EVEN IN DIM LIGHTING
- 5-Axis HYBRID O.I.S. with Auto O.I.S. Lock / Level Shot Function
  For more stable images and less blurring.
- Optical 20x Zoom
  The 4-drive lens system makes the powerful zoom compact.
- Slow Motion Video
  Turns everyday scenes into works of art.
- HDR (High Dynamic Range) Movie
  Cuts, clear detail in both bright and dark areas.
- High Sensitivity 1/2.3-inch BSI Sensor
  For bright, beautiful shots even in dim lighting.

Panasonic HC-WXF995 Camcorder
SUPERIOR 4K QUALITY FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
- Electronic Viewfinder and Cinema Like Effect
  For professional results with creativity.
- 4K Video Recording and 4K Photo Mode
  With LEICA Biogon lens and lens hood.
- Twin Camera and Wireless Multi Camera
  Picture-in-picture recording doubles the shooting fun.
- New 4K Cropping
  For better archives in Full-HD.
- Optical 20x Zoom
  The 4-drive lens system makes the powerful zoom compact.

Lens

Panasonic LUMIX G VARIO
7-14mm / F4.0 ASPH. (H-F007014)

WIDE-ANGLE ZOOM

Panasonic LUMIX G VARIO
14-42mm / F3.5-5.6 II ASPH. / MEGA O.I.S. (H-FS1442A)

SINGLE FOCAL LENGTH LENS

Panasonic LUMIX G VARIO
12-60mm / F3.5-5.6 ASPH./POWER O.I.S. (H-FS12060)

STANDARD ZOOM

Leica DG Vario-Elmar
100-400mm F4.0-6.3 ASPH Power OIS
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45 Years of Dedicated Customer Support